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Taft, Metz run hard
near campaign end
COLUMBUS, Ohio(AP). Picturing
himself as the innocent victim of a "Red
smear" tactic, Democrat Howard M.
Metzenbaum appears to have ridden out
a campaign crisis and moved within
1
range of winning Ohio's key U.S. Senate
race.
The wealthy Democrat's contest with
Republican congressman Robert Taft Jr.
is so close the final days of campaigning
may decide it. A poll earlier in the
campaign gave Metzenbaum a narrow
edge, but now both sides have become
ultracautious about releasing poll
results.
The low-key, reserved Taft, heir of a
famous political name in traditionally
Republican Ohio, has made much of
Metzenbaum's affection for liberal
causes, but Taft's campaign has been
hurt by a loan scandal involving
'statehouse Republicans, and the
lingering auto workers strike
Fast-moving and outgoing, the whitehaired Metzenbaum appeared to be

building campaign momentum until
near-disaster struck at an Oct. 9 news
conference.
A radio newsman asked if Metzenbaum had helped found in 1944 the
Ohio School of Social Sciences, a labororiented group which later appeared on
an attorney general's list as a "Communist adjunct."
The accusation was not new-it had
been used against Metzenbaum in a 1948
race for the state legislature which he
won. But the Cleveland industrialist
exploded at the suggestion, shouted at
the newscaster and denied the
organization had any Communist connections.
The next day, Metzenbaum called
another news conference to clarify the
situation. He said the school, founded to
foster better labor-management
relations, closed after 18 months.
In 1947, he learned it had been listed
as an "adjunct of the Communist Party"
and wrote the attorney general to find out

why.
According to Metzenbaum, an
assistant attorney general replied that
the reason for the listing was confidential-but the letter also decried "built
by association."
"An obvious Red smear," Metzenbaum said of the charges. "Anyone
who has viewed my life must realize that
I am a strong advocate of the free enterprise system."
The consensus is that the allegations
hurt Metzenbaum's campaign, although
his associates claim to have detected a
backlash.
"The amazing thing," said one, "is
that we did not get a single call about it at
any of our headquarters throughout the
state."
Taft forces, disavowing any
knowledge of a plant, were delighted with
the way Metzenbaum handled the
situation. The Cincinnati congressman
has attempted to link his opponent with
"left-wing liberals." calling Met-

Guerrillas become
heroes to radicals
By Victor L. Simpson
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK(AP)- Move over Che
Guevara and Mao Tse-tung and make
room for the Palestinian commandos,
the new heroes of the radical left.
The kind of adulation that young
leftists once reserved for Che, seen as a
martyr leading a guerrilla band through
the jungles of Bolivia, is today evoked for
Uic Arab commandos.
, New Leftist and Black Panther, white
radical and black who often disagree on
other issues, find common cause in the
commandos' struggle against Israel.
Radical
groups picture
the
Palestinians as innocent victims left
homeless by Western imperialism, and
depict Israel as a "racist, Zionist state."
These groups say it is not a question of
being anti-Jewish. It is a case, they
claim, of choosing sides between Israel-a
state they see as carved out by the
Western nations and owing its existence
mainly to the United States-and, on the
other hand, the nearly m million
Palestinian refugees seeking a
homeland.
' Arab countries have become a mecca
for some radicals. They turn up there as
fugitives from the United States or as
political tourists.
Black Panther leader Eldridge
Cleaver, a fugitive, lives in Algeria,
where the Panthers have an office.
Recent arrivals therewere Dr. Timothy
Leary, who escaped from a California
prison where he was serving a term on
drug charges; his wife Rosemary; and
Jennifer Dohrn, sister of fugitive
Weatherman leader Bernardine Dohrn,
who is on the FBI's most wanted list.
Some sources said the Learys and
Miss Dohrn were touring the Middle East
as guests of Al Fatah, the largest of the
Palestine commando groups, but a Fatah
spokesman denied this.
The Lebanese government expelled
Leary, and it was expected he would
return to Algeria from Beirut.

Radical literature depicts the
guerrillas
as
freedom-loving
revolutionaries seeking a return to their
land and dedicated to bringing a Just
peace to the Middle-East.
This claims runs through the radical
rhetoric and is piped to the American
underground press through Liberation
News Service, which has two
correspondents reporting from the
Middle-East.
The March 1970 issue of "Militant,"
the publication of the Young Socialist
Alliance, had this to say following an
explosion aboard a SwissAir Jet:
"The truth, though.is that if in fact a
Palestinian individual or organization
had anything to do with the crash of the
SwissAir liner, the 47 people who died
were as much victims of imperialism
as...the 400 Vietnamese men, women and
children of Son My and the six million
Jews of central and eastern Europe."
Observers of the radical scene see it
as only natural that the New Left and the
Panthers sympathize with and glamorize
the commandos.
"The commandos satisfy the three
qualifications for New Left heros," says
J. Kirk Sale, who Is writing a history of
the Student for a Democratic Society
(SDS).
"They are fighting against
capitalism, that is Israel. They are doing
with guns, and they are part of the Third
World.
"There is a self-identification with the
commandos.
The radical left see
themselves coming to power as urban
street fighters, carrying guns like the
commandos."
Some of the radicals who sympathize
with the commandos are Jewish,
although other Jewish radicals support
Israel.
Fred Cohn is 30, Jewish, a lawyer,
whose law groups clients include the
Black Panthers on trial for conspiring to
bomb a building in New York.
"Israel is a Socialist state and has a
lot of good things In It. Yet, they resort to

some of the same tactics the Nazis used,"
he said referring to the taking of Arab
hostages to retaliate for the detention of
the hi jacked passengers.
"The Arab governments are totally
corrupt.
But the Palestinians are
becoming a true revolutionary force.
They are the only tool for social change in
the Mid-East."
Cohn sees no contradiction between
his being Jewish and his position on the
Mideast, which he terms a purely
political stance.

Freshmen requirements in the
departments of political science, biology
and philosophy could become ecologyoriented next year.
Terry Jones, instructor in political
science, said yesterday that if three
ecology courses are approved by these
departments as group requirements, one
course In each department, such plans
could be formalized by spring quarter.
Other faculty members planning
these departmental ecology courses
.include Louis Katxner, assistant
professor of philosophy, and William

Jackson, director of environmental
studies, a program in the biology
department.
The purpose of these courses would be
to allow incoming freshmen to take their
100-level requirements In the three
departments in sections dealing with the
subject from an ecological perspective.
The student taking any one course on
this basis, however, would be required to
take the ecology course in the other two
departments as well.
"This" noted Jones, "would allow the
student to relate ecology to all these
other areas." The result would be 40 or
50 students taking the same courses from

The loan scandal broke when the state
exceeded a $50 million limit on state
investments. A firm which arranged the
loans received commissions of $500,000 to
$1 million and gave more than $30,000 In
campaign
contributions to several
Republicans, including Roger Cloud, the
candidate for governor.
Although Cloud returned the money,
Taft fears many Republicans may stay
at home on election day in disgust.

by O.rdy Coir

PART OF THE role of the University in
research is to explore all possible
solutions to a particular problem. So,
let's all go to Howard's and...

Seeks national support for law

Nixon signs drug control bill
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Nixon signed the Drug Abuse Control Bill
Tuesday and called on Americans to help
save "thousands of our young people who
would otherwise be hooked on drugs" by
backing up law enforcers with moral
support.
Affixing his signature to the bill at
headquarters of the Federal Bureau of
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, Nixon
set in motion new procedures for conbroiling the legitimate manufacture and
sale of drugs, tough enforcement tools
aimed at Illegal drug trafficking and
expanded education and rehabilitation
programs.
Nixon said, "In order for the laws to
mean anything they must have public
support."
"I hope the whole nation will move
with us to save the lives of thousands of
our young people who would otherwise be
hooked on drugs and physically, mentally, and morally destroyed."
The new law, the third major ad-

Faculty plan ecology courses
By John Lake

zenbaum a "rich man's William Kunstler."
Attempting to shake off the accusations, Metzenbaum has concentrated on economic issues, zeroing in
on the 5.S per cent national unemployment rate recorded in September.
The issue hits home In Ohio, a state
with thousands of auto workers on strike,
and has particular Impact in Cleveland, •
Democratic stronghold that may hold the
key to the election.
The Democrats have also pitched to
the workingman with the argument that
Taft, grandson of the nation's 27th
president and son of the senator who
cosponsored the Taft-Hartley Act, Is no
friend of labor.
But the name Taft is what the GOP
nominee has going for him. Although
some say the name doesn't have the
appeal it once had, it still is good for
plenty of votes in Ohio.
Tall, heavier than his opponent, and
soft-spoken, Taft at 53 is seeking an office
that eluded him in 1964 when he was
swept under in Barry Goldwater's run for
the presidency and lost to Sen. Stephen
Young.
Metzenbaum, also S3, was Young's
campaign manager in 1964 and decided
to run when Young announced his
retirement last year.
Taft's campaign follows the national
Republican theme, hitting hard on the
issues of campus unrest and crime and
accusing Metzenbaum of a "bug out"
position on Vietnam.
One of Taft's main worries Is getting
out the Republican vote. In a year when
the state administration has been rocked
with scandal, that may be difficult.

3 or 4 different instructors.
A fourth possible area in which an
ecology course may be offered is architecture.
"We would like to take more of a hardscience approach to this thing" noted
Jones, "and we are hoping that the
University Architect could offer a section
In technological and architectural
ecology."
Jones
added
that
special
arrangements could be made for upperclassmen who have already fulfilled
requirements In those departments but
wish to take the ecology courses.

ministration crime bill to be approved by
Congress this year, focuses federal law
enforcement activities on controlling the
flow of narcotics and dangerous drugs
and on capturing and punishing pushers.
Penalties for simple possession or use
of narcotics or dangerous drugs are

reduced from felonies to misdemeanors
punishable by no more than a year's
imprisonment on the first offense and
allowing probation, parole or dismissal
of charges at a Judge's discretion.
Penalties for sale of the substances,
however, are increased, ranging from

five years to life depending on the nature
of the selling operation and the type of
drug or narcotic involved.
The new law provides for addition of
300 federal narcotics agents and use of
the controversial "no-knock" power
when a judge authorizes it.

Grads send last appeal
to Board before suing
A large crowd is expected at the
Board of Elections meeting this afternoon as graduate students make their
last appeal to the board for the right to
vote in Bowling Green before filing a
court suit.
Baxter Ball, graduate assistant in
history, is encouraging all those who
were turned down in their efforts to
register here for the Nov. 3 general
elections to be at the meeting. It will be
held at 4 p.m. In the board's offices at the
industrial park on Lehman Ave.
About 150 graduate students were
turned down In their initial appeals last
week, and Ball said there are many more
who were not allowed to register but who
haven't had time to file appeals.
He said all those students who think
they have a right to vote in Bowling
Green should bring driver's license and
selective service registrations, year
leases on property, state employment
contracts and evidence of gainful employment for at least six months to
establish evidence of permanent
residence.
"There isn't much time left before the
election, and this Is the last board
meeting before November 3," Ball said.
Should this last appeal be denied, as
Ball expects, a suit against the Board of

Elections will be filed.
Ball said that injunctions against the
election, designed to impound the votes
until the court decision Is rendered, are
already being filed.
"This is entirely a political issue,"
Ball explained. "This is a Republican

town and they denied our appeals
because students would tend to vote
Democratic."
"We're talking about 1,500 to 2,000
possible votes here," he continued, "and
this could virtually alter the make-up of
at least two wards."

Council seats vacant
pending later elections
The four Student Council seats that
were vacated by resignations at Monday's meeting will not be filled until
elections are held later this quarter,
according to Roger Coate, student body
president.
The four who resigned are Eric Furry,
Russ Haber, Charles Cohn and Michael
Goldenberg. The four are members of
the "Ylppie" party.
They charged at the meeting that
Council was a "farce" and is "a group
not worthy of our time."
"I wanted them to stay because I
think they have some good Ideas," Coate
said yesterday. "But what they seem to

be saying is that if the majority Is going
to rule, then the minority will quit."
He added that hitu
Council this iniarfa
primarily toward Infant I
the community c Juni
being considered by the President i
Advisory Council, and consideri'' "i
other governance prop.
"Council can't really rfo
said, "but we can tr> to BM
suasion we have."
According to a statement yesteni -,
the Ylppie party will sponsor rundidates
on a "culturally oriented" piai.jriu in
the future Council election.
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the news' view:
non-endorsement
Tfie News endorses no one for either the vacant U.S.
Senaie seat or the Ohio governorship.
if has been the tradition of this publication in the past,
as it has been of most newspapers, to study a campaign,
look at the issues, judge the candidates, and arrive at a
conclusion as to who is best fitted for the |ob at hand.
We tried to do this...but our attempts were in vain.
The campaigns of all four ma|or candidates In the two
prime races this year more closely resemble back-yard
brawls than contests for the high public offices.
They have degenerated from an Intelligent discussion
of the issues at hand and the problems that face the state
and the nation to gutter politics in Its worst form. The
voters of Ohio deserve more than this.
None of the four prime candidates can escape blame for
conduct of the campaign. The candidates have dodged the
issues and attacked personalities. Their televised appeals
•as well as advertisements In newspapers throughout the
state -are based on emotion Instead of logic.
They expect the voters of Ohio to choose the best
qualified person for the positions at hand from a
conglomeration of flag-waving, slogan shouting, namecalling, and below-the-belt punches.
From the facts at hand, The News honestly felt that It
could not make a sound judgement on the candidates.
It is a shame, too, that this campaign in particular has
degenerated to the degree It has, for there are a great
number of Important issues that the candidates could have
addressed themselves to. They have all made generalized
passes at such topics as pollution, the war In Vietnam,
equal opportunity, and education...campaign Issues that
are more or less standardized by this time. But they have
refused-except for narrowly-circulated and even less read
"position papers" - to discuss the Issues in depth In public
forums.
There are the other Important Issues facing the
state...such as the loan scandal, the Kent State controversy, the role of the National Guard on the college
campus, the problem of funds to boost Ohio's educational
system.
All candidates have addressed themselves In roundabout ways to these Issues at various times during the
campaign, but none have tackled them head-on.
This is why we cannot, in all good faith, offer our
support lo any of the contenders. They have raised more
questions than they have answered during the course of
the campaign
But this is not to say that those who are eligible should
not vote.
Go to the polls next Tuesday. Cast your ballot for the
candidates you feel In your mind have provided the proper
solutions to our problems. And hope things will work out.
Maybe somebody up there is smiling down on us.

the county jail
The Wood County Jail was built In 1901. Slxty-nlnt
vo i -. later, the cells In that (all still have their original
locks. No one locks those doors because he can't be certain
If they will ever open again.
This fact was only one of many brought to the public's
attention in a feature article by Ned Bell In Monday's
Toledo Blade.
But the ■ decrepit physical conditions of the antiquated
jail
.-h as one shower for twenty men and no
reci ; itional facilities, were not the most disturbing facts
in the article.
According to Wood County Sheriff Earl Rife, the
sheriff's department is "enforcing the law according to
how much room we have."
"We look the other way on many minor violations,"
Rife is quoted as saying.
That's a pretty sad avowal of policy.
What Sheriff Rife is admitting, then, is that the number
ten in the county jail, at any given time, determines whether or not a person will be locked up for a
speeding violation, or whatever, or be allowed to go free.
Last week, Common Pleas Judge Floyd Coller accepted
a guilty plea from two men on a reduced charge so that
tney could be sentenced and taken immediatly to the Ohio
State Penitentiary. (An even worse hole.)
You see, there just wasn't room for any more prisoners
in our jail so the charge of armed robbery was reduced to
robbery, for expedience sake.
Wood County desperately needs a new county jail
equipped with facilities for mental cases, women and
luveniles. The present "bastile" Is not even In accordance
with the loosely-enforced state laws governing penal Institutions.
Last November,Wood County voters re|ected 2-1 a bond
issue which included a plan for a new jail.
Had the voters been at all familiar with the deplorable
conditions of the jail, and Its shakey security due to overcrowding, they surely would have reconsidered.
The issue should again be put on the ballot by the county
commissioners after the public has been fully Informed of
the conditions at the county jail.
Bowling Green and Wood County judges have enough
trouble defending their judicial practices without their
having to check for a flashing neon "Vacancy" sign In
front of the jail before being able to decide the extent of a
crime.

opinion

the alternate life-style
By Dwlght R. Decker
GacftColnmnkt
So the Youth International Party has declared war on everybody elae (BG
News, October 22). Their letters to the paper crammed to the brim with
revolutionary rhetoric that was out of date thirty-five years ago, their tasteless
demonstrations such as the sign at the game with KSU, and their utter
disregard for property demonstrated in their defense of Rabbi, all serve to snow
why the adults aren't about to turn the world over to the kids tomorrow.
Western civilization, for all its faults, Is a magnificent achievement, and
those who helped build it would have to be stupider than the Yippies think they
are to hand it over to Immature slogan-chanters who want to tear It apart.
So the Yippies have an alternative life style. Suppose, however, a few people
may not like rock music, and perhaps drugs are not a way of life for them.
Maybe they are individualists, too, and think communes are dehumanizing.
Maybe they like to think, rather than going around muttering "Dig it! Far
out!" Are they to be forced into this alternate life style, come the revolution? If
the Yippies emulate their heroes-Fidel, Mao, Che, Ho-most likely the "pigs"
will be shot.
Changes in the American system will have to be made, true enough. And
true, there Isn't enough freedom. But why try to wreck the whole thing,
throwing the baby out with the proverbial bathwater? Obviously, quite a few
people appreciate Industrial technology and rewards of individual initiativewhy deny them their rights to be free to do what they want Just to the Yippies
can do what they want?
If the neo-troglodytes want to take off to the woods and establish communes,
they could, and if some people wanted to build new factories, they could
(consistent, of course, with the common-law right of people to breathe clean
alr)-wouldn't that be something better to work for?
If it's slogans they want, here's a few:
NO POWER TO ANYBODY!
THERE ARE NO PEOPLE-ONLY INDIVIDUALS!
THERE AINT NO SUCH THING AS A FREE LUNCH!
LIFE, LIBERTY, AND PROPERTY: ONE AND INDIVISIBLE!
LIBERATE YOURSELF FIRST!
SOCIALISM: SHARING THE POVERTY!
LAISSEZ-FAIRE!
Finally, I'd like to express my distaste for the Yippies' handling of the Rabbi
affair. I don't know If Rabbi broke windows or not: that's up to the court to
decide; however, the Yippies have all but said that Rabbi did, but he was
Justified in doing so because he was so wrought up over Nixon's preventive
strike into Cambodia. If some hard-hats become so wrought up by Yippie
rhetoric that they bust a few heads, would that Justify them?

I—our man hoppe

damned political spots
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
As election day approaches, millions
of voters are still undecided as to whom
they want to represent them in the
hallowed halls of Congress during the
trying years ahead.
Typical perhaps, are Mr. and Mrs.
Darlington Phribbs of East Cheeseport.
In a worthy effort to be well-informed on
the candidates, they have remained
glued before their television set for six
hours nightly since Labor Day.
At this point, however, Mrs. Phribbs
simply cannot make up her mind who
would make the beat United States
Senator: Democrat Hiram Cogwell,
Mr. Shine Floor Wax, or General DirtAway, the all-purpose household
cleanser.
Mr. Phribbs, on the other hand is torn
between Republican Caspar Hanrahan,
The Little Old Beermaker, and the doctor
who explains how Feeney's Mints relieve
add indigestion in a glass stomach.
'Tor a Democrat, you really have to
admire Hiram Cogwell," said Mrs.
Phribbs thoughtfully, as they watched
the candidates' 30-second commercial on
the Late Show for the 43d time "Look at
the way he walks down that beach in his
shirtsleeves. He's so sincere."
"Now, dear, don't fall for the old
walking-down-the-beach bit," said Mr.
Phribbs. "Democrats have been doing
that for years. And they keep getting us
into wars. I much prefer the way
Hanrahan rides that white horse along a
country lane. It says a lot about the
man."
"Can't he afford a car?" said Mr.
Phribbs with a sniff. "It suggests the
way these Republicans keep getting us
into depressions. Anyway, he takes 60
seconds to get his message across. I
think he's a windbag."
"Maybe you're right, dear," said Mr.

Itt's bear (ton yov|
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. Also, we invite you to
comment on all published
editorials, letters and columns.
In order to bring you a crosssection of views and opinions
however, we ask that letters be
no more than 300 words,
typewritten. Columns should be
a maximum of four typed pages
triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right
to edit all submissions which
■resold these limits, with respect
to the laws of libel and proper
Letters and columns should
include the author's address and
phone number and may be
mailed to
The Editor
BGNews
10* University Hall

Phribbs. "I think I may go for The Little
Old Beermaker. He seems to have a zest
for life and a love of mankind."
"But all he promises are better hops.
Better hops aren't going to cure Inflation."
•Well, it's more than Cogwell
promises. And he's certainly a cut above
that grim Mr. Shine you like. Him and
his white leotards. He looks like a fairy
to me."
"I suppose you're going to start a
whispering campaign about him." Mrs.
Phribbs tossed her head. "Well, I don't
care. I think I'll vote for General DirtAway. A big Jut-jawed man like that
should be able to clean up the ghettoes
and wipe out crime."
"Militarism is no solution to the
problems of a Democratic society!"
"Don't shout at me," said Mrs.
Phribbs.
They were silent a moment Mr.
Phribbs sighed. "I think I'll vote for that
Feeney's Mint doctor. In times like
these, the country needs a man of obvious
patience, wisdom and understanding to
ease our pains and soothe our upsets."
"I don't think he's even a real doctor," said Mrs. Phribbs, still irritated.
"All right! All right! Then I'll vote
for Hanrahan. At least you can't deny
that he's a real horseback rider. Anyone
can walk on a beach."
"You're Just voting for him because
he's a Republican and you're a
Republican."
"Now that's a really rotten thing to
say," cried Mr. Phribbs angrily. "We all
know how desperately the country needs
leadership. And you're Implying I'd
ignore my duty as a citizen and vote for
the party, rather than the product"

news
Lerrers
ye old hippocratic oath
This university la thoroughly
screwed! This weekend, a guest of mine
was In need of medical attention-without
It she might have died.
I called the campus police to take her
to the infirmary and they informed me
that they no longer provided such a
service, and to call the medical center.
Okay, so I called the Infirmary and they
hemmed and hawed around for about 1520 minutes and decided that since she
was not a student they could not accept
her for treatment
I had to get in touch with Wood County
Hospital. By that time, the situation had
worsened and the telephone lines were
crossed so that I couldn't get a hold of the
hospital. (I also had to hunt for a phone

book-we didn't receive one this year).
Finally, about forty-five minutes after
first beginning, we got in touch with a
nurse at the hospital who, In turn, had to
get a doctor to help us with the problem.
Luckily, things turned out all right
What ever happened to "ye old"
Hippocratic Oath that our honorable
physicians receive? Don't they Uve up to
their code of healing the sick-or do they
it this Just in special occasions?
Students of this university-you'd better
get an insurance policy and make out
your will-one of these days you may cut
yourself!
Gail L'Amoreaux
225 East Hall

the bg-miami game
Two factors Influenced the confusion
caused at the end of the BG-Miami game
last Saturday. The first is the type of
timer on the scoreboard at Miami; the
second Is the question about the time left
on the clock at the end of the game. Iwas
at the game and have some definite
feelings about these statements.
Firstly, I feel the face-style clock that
Miami has should be forbidden by the
NCAA. It is too difficult, in a situation
similar to the last minute of Saturday's
game, to determine the exact number of
seconds left.
On the digital clock like at Perry
Field, you can tell the difference between
0:42 and 0:41, or whatever, easily With
the face clock, you are only
guesstimating. In those final pressurepacked minutes at Miami Field, no one
knew exactly how much time was left on
the clock; they could only make a close
guess. One second doesn't seem like too
much, but ask Coach Nehlen how much it
might have meant had the Falcons had
that extra second after Don Plusquellic
ran out of bounds.
The second factor I mentioned relates
very closely to the Miami scoreboard
clock. With about ten seconds remaining
(at the nearest guess), BG's next to last
play began-the Incompleted pass in the
end zone. That took maybe four or five
seconds. Then the final play of the game
took what time remained-eupposedly.
Every other quarter, the scoreboard

clock showed no time remaining; the
hands of the clock were straight up and
down. And in college, the scoreboard
clock is the official time. The officials do'
not keep time on the field. So why do the
game officials leave the field whan the
official clock shows that two seconds still
remain in the game?
I have a habit of noticing the
mechanics of the officials, and I particularly saw that the officials, at the
close of the other three quarters, turned
around and stared at the clock while the
teams were in the huddles, watching for
time to run down. So why in tarnation
didn't the officials even bother to look at
the clock after what turned out to be the
final play of the game?
It doesn't seem logical that the two
BG plays could have been run in the short
time that the Falcons had. But, nevertheless, the offical clock showed two
seconds remaining.
If anyone wants to dispute the fact
that two seconds remained on the clock, I
would call their attention to the photo
used on page eight of Monday's 5th
edition of the BG News which explicityly
showed time left on the clock (hats off to'
L.D. Fullerton for capturing that picture).
It took Toledo only a second to upend
BG last year. What could have happened
at Miami last weekend?
Brian Burke
252 Kohl
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Now* r*floct tho opinion* of th* moionty of member* of the SO New* Editorial Beard.

'...AND NOW LET US GIVE THANKS FOR THE SOVIET UNION WHICH MADE
ALL THIS POSSIBLE!'
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Ten students attend
campus police 'rap'
By Jhn Mabry
The first "Communicative
Rap Session" between
members of the Campus
Security
and
students
produced only 10 McDonald
North residents.
Security personnel present
were Mrs. Charlotte Starnes,
campus policewoman, Mr.
Lon Chaster, coordinator of
security; and Mr. James E.
Saddoris, director of security
and safety.
Mr. Howard
Rutter, Bowling Green fire
chief was also present.
Mrs. Starnes began the
discussion with a rundown on
procedures for reporting lost
and found objects, and obscene phone calls. Students
are simply requested to call
campus security.
Fire Chief Rutter emphasized
that the fire
department will respond to all
student calls for assistance.
He said it takes only three or
four minutes for the fire

N.-.pho.o by Horold B.o.

STATE DEMOCRATIC party chairman
Eugene (Pete) O'Grady talks with fallow

party members at a political rally in
suburban Cleveland, last Friday night.

department to arrive on
campus.
A new question of bomb
threats and scares was
discussed. There is presently
no formal University policy on
how to evacuate buildings on
campus. Various methods
were discussed, and the one
that appeared most practical
to both security personnel and
students was the procedure
presently in use for fire drills.
Mrs. Starnes is presently
working to formalise a
campus-wide procedure.
Saddoris remarked that the
campus security officers were
"not here to say no".
He said he was pleased
with the general student
reaction to campus security,
adding that with only sixteen
officers, the "police can exist
only if the public wants it."
Mr. Saddoris stated that
students having questions
about security should direct
them to the Campus Security
office.

Cin et*a Ul)
PlA^A

Cinema-f

needed in political campaigns
Despite the Princeton Plan
and other similar programs
designed to get college
students involved in political
campaigns this fall, State
Democratic Party Chairman
Eugene (Pete) O'Grady says
fewer students are participating.
"More students participated in 1968 when no effort
was made to organise plans
for students interested in
helping candidates," O'Grady
said.
However, the students
involved this year are more

conscientious and more
politically oriented than they
were in 1968, he said.
"Kids have got to get involved in the system,"
O'Grady said, "in order to
recognize how it works."
O'Grady said one way to
get students involved is to get
the professional politician
onto the campuses and into the
political science classes to
talk with students and get
them interested in the system.
He said the program has to
be better organized but had no
concrete solutions on how this
aspect should be handled.
"We have to get the students
out into the field and get them

Student group presents
'Stop the World' show
"Stop the World-I Want to also playing the lead role of
Get Off" will be presented by Littlechap.
The story deals with the
the
Student
Activities
Organization this weekend. idea of "everyman's" neverending cycle of birth to death
The Anthony Newley- and the complications and
Leslie Briclesse musical will rewards of life that literally
begin at 6 p.m. on October 30- make it a circus.
31 in the recital auditorium of
Tickets for "Stop the
the Music Building.
World-I Want to Get Off" cost
The musical is directed by $1 and can be obtained at 405
Richard Burkhart, graduate Student Activities Office in the
student in music. Burkhart is Student Services Building.

Panel to discuss
aftermath of riots
H.B. 1219-The Aftermath of
Seven Days in May will be the
subject of a panel discussion
opening the first meeting of
the Bowling Green chapter of
the American Association of
University Professors
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Ice Arena Lounge.
Dr. Maurice T. Mandell,
president of the local chapter,
said this should be an interesting and exciting meeting
on a very timely subject.
The panel will consist of
moderator Dr. George Her-

man, associate dean of
faculties, and panel members
Dr. Stanley Coffman, vicepresident for academic affairs;
Russell
Decker,
professor of business law;
Derek Dickenson, assistant
dean of students; Joseph
Perry, associate professor of
sociology and Carol Sloman,
teaching assistant in speech.
Dr. Mandell said the
meeting is open only to faculty
members, graduate students
and administrators with
faculty rank regardless of
AAUP membership.

interested," he said.
In response to American
Independent Party Candidate
Edward Lawton's attack on
John Gilligan, O'Grady said,
"He can't possibly represent
the party he's running for."
"I thing we have got to be
more concerned with maintaining and building a better
two party system, not just in
Ohio but all over the country,"
he said.
The dissidents that have
gone to the AIP should be
contacted and led back to
either one of the two parties,
ha said.
"The two parties nave got
to be more responsive and
more responsible to the
people," he said.
O'Grady charged the
Rhodes administration with
not placing funds in the
programs the money was
allocated for. There is no
proof that money allocated to
mental
hospitals
was

Tarr proposes
policy to duck
draft lottery
WASHINGTON (AP) - Draft
Director Curtis W. Tarr has
offered a possible way to duck
military service for some
lucky ticket holders from the
nation's first draft lottery.
He established a policy
Monday that permits men who
drew numbers over 195 in the
December 1969 lottery to drop
their student occupational,
fatherhood or hardship
deferments and declare
themselves 1A before the year
ends.
Exposure to the draft for
any part of the year counts for
the entire year, Tarr, said,
and the candidates are then
moved to a less vulnerable
category in 1971.
Tarr said number 195 "has
been projected as the highest
number which any local board
can reach" in 1970 and higher
numbers appear safe as the
Vietnam war. de-escalates.

meaningfully spent,he said.
If all the money Roger
(Cluud) alluded to today at the
City Club debate went into
those programs "what happened to the professional
services that have left the
state of Ohio. Why have we
got some of the poorest
professionals working in this
state? "There has been a total
mismanagement of the funds
in these programs," O'Grady
said.
Gilligan is never going to
make the people like a tax,
O'Grady said, "But he's got to
be able to show that he's more
productive in the services and
the programs that the taxpayers are paying for.
"People will vote for him
again in four years if he shows
that the income tax he takes
from them has annured to
their benefit as taxpayers of
the state of Ohio," O'Grady
concluded.

Seabury H. Ford of Ravenna,
a state prosecutor who aided
the grand Jury investigation,
granted an interview, and
Kent geology prof. Glenn
Frank publicly took issue with
It.
Ford, 68, was Interviewed
by Knight Newspapers writer
William Schmidt.
Ford said he should not
have granted the interview
and also claimed that he was
misquoted.

-NOWEVe - ot 7 & »:35
SAT t SUN. MAT, - 2,4:20

HELD OVER - 2ND WEEK
NOW FOR THE FIRST TIME AT
POPULAR PRICES!

Two plead guilty (Ciwemaj)
RAVENNA, Ohio (AP) - A
state prosecutor and Kent
State University professor
have pleaded guilty to contempt of court charges.
Their views on the grand
Jury investigation of violence
and death at Kent were given
publicly.
All persons connected with
the grand jury are under court
order not to discuss the
disturbances.
But over the weekend,

CIN'lB So*-i

Living Room Rocking Chair Seating
Acres of Free Parking
Gorgeous Modernistic Decor
The Theatre of Tomorrow Here Today
Automatic Temperature Control

O'Grady says more students in contempt case
By Harold Brown
Issue Editor

SHOPPING

"ZobtLkl." Ev. ot 7iJ5
Sol. Sun. MM ot 3i50
"Blow-Up" Ev. ol 9:JO
Sol. Sun. Mot 2, 5:20

A veritable feast of oxplosivo
aid exciting filM-far. froM
Michaelangelo Antonioni

ANTONIONI's
•uE OLaC7E3

iiMIILIIIl;;
GRAD STUDENTS
LAST CHANCE!

Haaaa aBaBBaaaaafV D j^^P

irwiiiNii II
A Carlo Pon'i Production

Antonioni's

BLOW-UP

Last Meeting of the Wood County Board
Of Elections in Which We Can Appeal
Their Refusal of Our Constitutional
Right To Vote. Attend and be Heard!
Today at Lehman and Manville 4 p.m.

A BIG HELP!
Students Needed To Work For
Abolishment Of Language
Requirement In Arts And Sciences

Vanessa Redgrave

Oovtd Hemming. ■ Sarah Mtlt*

COlOft
A hwmtH rVori)irctta*M Co , Inc lalwota

WATCH

Be There

rUK

"Myr°

Br,el,,nr,d

-*"

"Th. Baby Mak«r"-"Vlrflln4Th« Gyp./'

Pow-Mia's... Help Them!
"We the undersigned petition The
Govt. of North Vietnam to abide by
the terms of the Geneva Convention
with regard to the treatment
of American PRISONER'S OF WAR
in Southeast Asia."

signed.
Student Government
2-2951

E

THE
PLAYMATE
9" ADMIRAL
Block * White T.V.

Return Petitions To Lyn West, Box 8, U. Holl

(lust Arrivedl
HI' boy
bib sweaters —

THE BETA'S

MRS. HESTER CUNNING

Small, Compact and Ultra-Light.
All Channel VHF.'UHF Horizontal
Chassis With Instant Picture and
Instant Sound. For "Personnal
Listening", it Comes With Earphon
and Jack.

■3 :CW?*s

Reg $79.88

HOUSEMOTHER

NOW ONLY $5988
1080 S. MAIN ST.
OPEN DAILY 10-10 - SUNDAY 11-6

The Powder
525 Ridge St.

West off McDonald
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Envoys see captive generals
MOSCOW (API - U.S.
consuls who visited the two
American generals whose
plane crossed the SovietTurkish border reported
yesterday that they, their pilot
and the Turkish officer with
them are in "good health."
The U.S. Embassy gave no
other information on the visit
Monday by the two consuls to
Maj ('.en. Edward CD.
Scherrer, chief of the V.S.
military mission in Turkey,
and Brig. Gen. Claude
Mi-guarrie Jr. But it said the
consuls were expected to see
them again yesterday In
l*ninakan where their small
plane landed six days ago just
inside Soviet Armenia some
1,200 miles south of Moscow.

The U.S. government said
the violation of Soviet air
space was "clearly accidental," dueto bad weather,
and asked for the speedy
release of the four men and
the plane. But a blast in Tass
gave no indication that the
Kremlin was preparing to let
them go.
The Soviet news agency
said the Foreign Ministry
presented notes to the
governments of the United
States and Turkey strongly
protesting the "unlawful intrusion" of Soviet territory.
The notes said the intrusion
was "not a chance violation of
Soviet air space" but was a
"direct result of the general
military activity of the United
States in areas adjoining the

HALLOWEEN
SPECIAL
FRI. SAT <UN
We're Closing for iho
Year, Com* Celebrate Our
Lot!
.1 With Ul

See Them at Your Own Risk!!
For Those Who Dare To Come— Every 13th Cor Admitted Froo
— Anyone Born on Ocl 31 Will Bo
Admitted Free - I.D. Necessorv

In Car Heaters For Your Comfort
I.O. Opens or 6:30

Cartoons ot 7:00

»• *">

Rated R

THE FIRST SEX-HORROR FILM EVER MADE!

™BKWt?Pft

in tASTMAINCOIOR Released by Allied Artists

*

Soviet Union."
"In the last three years
alone, there were more than 10
unlawful violations of the
Soviet Union's air space, and
appropriate representations
were made in connection with
them to the American side,"
the note to Washington said.
"Every time the American
side tried to present things in
such a way as though the

violations were the result of a
chance concurrence of circumstances. But it is quite
legitimate to ask why do
American military planes
appear near Soviet frontiers
and whether this is accidental? The answer should
be looked for in the extensive
military and intelligence
activities which the United
States has been carrying out

TO
DO
TODaY

t

RED CROSS
Will be taking appointments for the Bloodmobile which will be here on
Nov. 4 and 5. Call the UAO at
372-2343 for an appointment.

p.m. in 320 Student Services
Bldg. Interested persons are
invited to attend.

PEACE CORPS
Representatives will be in
University Hall, first floor,
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Will hold an organizational
meeting at 4:30 p.m. in 238
Math-vSciencc Bldg. for all
interested in computing or
computer activities.

COUNSELING CENTER

PEOPLE FOR PEOPLE

Developing Personal
Potential Group will meet at 1

ASSOCIATION FOR
COMPinTNG MACHINERY

Will meet at 6 p m. in the
Taft Room of the Union.

FOR RENT

2nd Horrifying Feature at 9:00

TWO CHARACTERS CAUGHT up in the absurdity of war and
violence are played by George Caldwell and Doug Hendel in the
University Theatre production of the play, WE BOMBED IN NEW
HAVEN. The play will be held in the Main Auditorium, University
Hall at I p.m., now through Saturday.

SKI CLUB
Will meet at 6 p.m. in 115
Education Bldg. If you cannot
attend, call Al Goldstein at
352-0150.
FRENCHCLUB

Beautifully Landscaped

Lot°

CAMPUS GOLD
Will meet at 7 p.m. in the
Taft Room of the Union. Open
to any girl Interested in
Joining a campus service
organization affiliated with
the Maumee Valley Girl Scout
Council.

Shew it 10:30

INTER-VARSITY
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Will meet at 7 p.m. in 112
Life Sciences Bldg. A film,
"To Russia With Love" will be
shown and Rev. Ron Wltzel
will lead a discussion immediately following. All are
welcome.

3 B.dr.
Spacious Llv. Rm w
Firoploc*
Dining Rm
Br.okloBt Rm. - Kitch.n
Full Bos.m.nf
$250 par Mo.

BG REALTY
1002 S. Main St.

PUZZLE

0 Period,

By Loin Jonea

g Cowboy
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17 Prosen.
IK Detecting
device
19 Float

SAILING CLUB
Will meet at 7 p.m. in 266
Overman Hall for its weekly
meeting on tactics.

22 Disgrace.
24 Iranian
money,
20 Indian liabysillcr.
27 Scythe
whctlcr.
31 .Noxious

gear.
9 Pluveil the
like.
in Deep collar

emanation,
.1"i Dense,

41 Bristle.

42 Arli,,n SUfflx.

43 Censure,

44 More
pleaaint.
I > Hum:,n

beilMs,
47 Turkish

Visigoths.
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."ill Pretends.
60 Fibber.

61 Rhyme.
63 Immediately,

64 Too.
65 Rve fungus.
66 111 mill
garment.
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Solution to Yesterdsy'i Punle
CRYPTOt.RAM — By Salo W. Mlnkin

PSICHI

TOP
VALUE

7

II

30

27

43 Obscure.
44 Mow many
Muses'
40 l.iKhthouse.
48 Security.
50 Overthrow.
52 Family
group.
53 Excite,
54 Direction.
55 Therefore.
57 I ML,I i ,1
5X Ibsen
heroine.
59 Overflow.
02 OtrspriiiK.

1 ■ 1 _■
«

9

1

IS

town.
4!l Klius nr Julia
Ward —.
Til Degree.
52 Productive.

Iriliesinali.
13 K-K-K- —.
21 Parasite.
23 Animal
couch.

5 Slriiie.

15 Chum.

surface.
40 Correct.

range.

13 Berber

4 Kiiix of the

30 (most- genus.
M Skallliu

nr big CUM
11 Kirghiz

repetition,
3 An nee.

1

25 lUmnn.iiil
i|ll.„lni|ir,l
27 Skin.
93 Poetic
pronoun.
29 A Itealle.
SO Foe.
32 Blemish.
33 San —.
34 Winushapcil.
37 Show
contempt.
40 Anailromoiis
llshcs.
41 Smoothest.

7 American
engineer.

ACROSS
07 Seines.
An illitci ilt- lix Rocky.
I 'iiiplu :■.
09 Mining ear.
Hind.
DOWN
Year: LaL
1 Provoke.
F'cutnrc.
Lamb's alias. 2 Without

20 I iolllMIII.il .

Will meet at 6:30 p.m. in
the Alumni Room of the
Union. The meeting is open to
everyone.

Large Home

BLOOD AND
BLACK LACE
3rd S.ip.is-f.l

for many years in direct
proximity to the Soviet
Union."
"More than that," the
statement added, "attention
should also be drawn to the
recent considerable increase
in the activity of the U.S. Air
Force and Navy in the area
directly
adjoining
the
southern borders of the Soviet
Union."

CHAMP

Will hold tours and open
house in the Psychology
Building at 7 and 6:30 p.m.
The public Is Invited.

JIICJKf.

Mil I) II

ODPI. B

PBALQ

GXLZ

OIIJKI.H

FD

MXAOC

PI. I.O

JBI.

LIFE
(.) I) 0 7..

Will meet at 6 p.m. In 129
Life Science Bldg..
All
students and faculty welcome.

Yesterday's cryptogram: Sun spots and moon
shots portended much interest in space.

WIZARD OF ID

Open Mon. thru Sot.
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
PRICES GOOD THRU SAT.. OCT. 31, 1970

CLdSSIFIED
FOR

Pot Pies

U.S.D.A. CHOICE TENDERAY

5«r|l

Sirloin Steak -$,19

WITH COUPON AND JS PURCHASE OR MORE

VALUABLE

©;

ASSORTED

COUPON

=.WITH COUPON AND $5 PURCHASE OR MORE

Heinz Ketchup

Scot t ies FacialTissue
S' »ooc..»l 1IM,T»
BOX is
■ "oxes

5MM.11

LIMII

FIVE
BTLS.
LIMIT ONF COUPON PIER CUSTOMCR
FXPIMISSAT..OCT. II, 1970

LIMIT ONI COUPON PI H CUSTOMER
1 X 1*1 MfS SAT.. OCTOBER 31. 1*70

K 31

wmmm.

SALE

Girl weds Apt lor 2nd a 3rd
qrt. Call 391-6033

Ride needed to Pittaburf h Fn
38. Will pay. Call Buddy 592774*

1 make roommate needed f or
winter quarter. 391-8884

Ride to Buffalo, NY Call
Gary al Phi PM House J-JH8
(38th-lit I
IOST4 FOUND
FOUND
La SI IS watch al
Student Services on KVBV78.

t.t.t.f.f.M.f.«,?.?.? f .«.? ».f f .f.T.e.M.t.t f If
VALUABLE COUPON

t

Rid* BSS9M to Kent area Ocl.
30. Will pay Call 371-3983

WANTED: Rkde to Canton.
MasMllea Will Pay. Call
Jobs
111-4144
KROGER BEEF. CHICKEN.
OR TURKEY -- FROZEN

RENT

(.11 373-1313

FOUND: White cat. vicinity
o. Harwiman Quad Hits

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

I male roommate winter A
sprint ort. 3SS4941.
Rent your mmi-reliteretor al
BG Rental 139 W. Poe Rd. Call
Female roommate needed lor
Apt. H block (ran campus lor
winter 4 sprue] quarter Call
371-8233
MAKE OFFER on 13 Ford,
damn good shape-Rich ITS-1
3718
BIG GARAGE SALE many
old books and records.
doUnng house hnM items A
much more Than - Sea tte8,
313 Baldwin 1 blocks south ei
Iceaalm

Tired of gelling the run
Get your car twnrd 4
uhstagrsfhrr. Stop ■ today! reeeaed by someone •*»
knows what H a Mat BB4R
Male help-part bane Clock Motion Performance Rt a* 4
Rt S.Ina E.sfK. 387-3388
Owned 4 ipi slit by BG
411 K

AlphaSigi: Gamma Phi Betas

Sale 19 per cenl ofl all
la»»atrlea B per cent off all
aanlnas Thurs . Frt, Sat.
VATAN'S, IX S Maul.

Are you ready for a ghoulishly
treat time Alpha Ou's" Sl«
Ep Sam sure is
See you
Friday Night.

CUTOM WEDDING BANDS
as toM or sterling Philip
Morton Contemporary
Jewelry. Ill W. Wooster

Rah Rah Pledgea-Thani lor
the sleeper. We were hrvin' It!
The Baby Owls

SitEpSamSet: Gamma Phi
Betas are really tun to Harmonise with. Thanks (or ■
Great Tune

Sit Ep Sam says Beware
Alpha Chi Haunted House is

Mpn

Belter Business Machines
Typewriters, adders and
calculators Sales service and
rentals. 277 S. Main. 352-77M
daily ul 8 p.m. SaL HI 1.
I dark brown dutch-boy cut
stretch wig new 1 light brown
tatL CaU 393-7718

PERSONALS
Assy, you aal It together
Weicomr to the (amity
Ohegjfen forever Gale.
Pwagr Friday night's THE
Hey Kapaa Ski Pledges-Was
rear one rele stand really
worth il'
Yea Bay be
"Dirty "-Bat 11 bests II
01 aaj
"

Atten'ion! lecture by fi
Spanish poet. Damasco
AJonso. Fn. Ocl 38. 7 sop m .
Ill South Hill
Is it Larry's Jane or Java's
Larry .whatever
II
It
Congrats
on
yoar
engagement! The Men ot
APO.

Alpha Sigs Who's the REAL
TOAD OF OZ.
DZ'S

p^hd.,
^JJ. ^^

Jud,

(ran.

^

Urt-nanks (or 3 wenderfail
yean o( love.
Lowell
Dear Bob-1 years it part at
forever and Bait's how long 111
love you Love Bernard.
Sigma Chi Pledges send their
Cangrats to Sandi and Al on
their paining

Snub, bear-fm glad we ve
DA's a( Chapenan «th Gate batten everything back
hi«h for another (real together.
Happiness it
weekend
all thering ap to a warm Sarvtebsar' Love Forever-SuaieAlpha Phi's Pledge. Thanks Snake
lor a (antatuc parly" Phi
Tau Pledge
Persons are available CaU f,
aw). Cllllllsg Center 33»
Thanks Phi Taut (or a great Sbsdenl Services
parly-It. Pledges
(orget

era! Doat
after the

URGENT JOHN MISSAL
PVene contact Shsaeat Acbvlbas 371-3BM
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Saigon officer sets offensive
to force Vietcong into battle
SAIGON (AP). The commander of the new South
Vietnamese offensive said
yesterday that his forces will
push deeper into Cambodia to
try to force the North Vietnamese to fight
I.t. Gen. Do Cao Tri also
said North Vietnamese troops
face a whole "new situation"

in both Cambodia and South
Vietnam and that they are in a
bad way militarily in both
countries.
"I am confident " Tri said,
"that in the near future they
will be forced to withdraw and
accept
some
political
solution."

Aitoclotad Pr«« Wtr«pKolo

MEMORY WIZARD David Roth, author
of books on memory improvement,
performs feats of perfect recall in his Los
Angeles home Monday celebrating his
97th birthday.

Tri spoke to two newsmen
at his headquarters in nearby
Bien Hoa following his return
from the battlefront in
Cambodia His 6,000-man task
force had just recaptured the
wrecked, deserted town of
Snuol, in the Fish Hook region
90 miles north of Saigon.
The task force met only
light resistance in taking
Snuol Monday, and Tri said
his forces had moved heavy
artillery into the town. He
indicated his troops would
push westward, for at least 10
miles and possibly to Kompong Cham, 65 miles wr3t of
Snuol.
"Our objective is to force
the enemy to react and to
accept the challenge of our
combat units," said the
general, who gained considerable prominence for the
aggressive showing of his
troops in Cambodia last May
and June. He is the military
commander for South Vietnam's 3rd Corps area, made
up of Saigon and the 11
provinces around it.
Tri said there are no
restrictions on the extent of
South Vietnamese operations
in Cambodia and that his
troops can "go anywhere in
Cambodia."
"When we feel the North
Vietnamese have fled," he
said, "then we'll come back to
Vietnam."
Tri said that in the last two
months, lack of supplies, arms
and replacements have forced
the North Vietnamese in South
Vietnam to break up most of
their main force units and

attach the troops to guerrilla
units.
"How can North Vietnamese soldiers, with different accents and traditions,
claim they are guerrillas" he
added. "They cannot do so.
They will not get support from
the local population."
In Cambodia, Tri continued, the North Vietnamese
"are really in trouble because
they cannot use the infrastructure as they did in
Vietnam. They lack such
organization in Cambodia
They are without the support
of the local population. The
Cambodian
people are
passive.
They will never
cooperate with enemy troops,
or even friendly troops."
Tri said the South Vietnamese plan more "spoiling"
offensives in Cambodia to
keep the North Vietnamese
away from Saigon and its
approaches.

HAMLET

Montreal mayor foresees
political kidnapings in U.S.
MONTREAL (AP) - The
mayor of Montreal, who says
he
is
marked
for
assassination, thinks that if
political kidnaping is allowed
to continue in Quebec
Province, it will spread to the
United States.
"If we were to let them
continue kidnaping our
diplomats and members of
government," said Mayor
Jean Drapeau in an interview,
"you can rest assured that
those who have illegal purposes in the United States
would do it.
"Someone hearing about
what has happened here will
start doing it."
Asked whether he or his
police know of any ties between the terrorists of the
Quebec Liberation Front-the
FI.Q- and radical or terrorist
groups in the United States or
elsewhere, Drapeau said:
"My opinion is that these
groups are full of men who do
a lot of traveling. And they
don't travel to Rome to see the
Pope."
As two bodyguards stood
nearby, Drapeau said the FI.Q
has prepared a list of
government figures and
others it wants assassinated in
an attempt at revolution.
"My name is on top," said
the mayor, who was re-elected
in a landslide vote Sunday.
The FLQ kidnaped British
Trade Commissioner James
Cross on Oct. S and Quebec
Labor
Minister
Pierre
Laporte five days later. The
terrorists murdered Laporte
on Oct. 17 after the government refused to free 23 FLQ
members serving prison
terms or awaiting trial.
Cross' wife emerged from
seclusion Monday night to

srci
NOW SHOWING
Eve. At 7:00 & 9:15
The Professor Who
Scored A New High
In Campus Fun...

Walt DiSney

Son ot~
RJJBSER

broadcast a message to her
husband and his kidnapers
over a local French-language
station. She said she was
confident Cross is alive and
well, and she pleaded with the
kidnapers to release him
without delay. She said her
experience was "agonizing."
Drapeau said it is possible
for "a small group of determined men and women to take
over a government because
when people are scared, or
people are indifferent, or
people are afraid, they accept
as a matter of fact a new
government.
"When a revolution is
starting, there are people of
good faith who suggest that as
a way to prevent the worst the
government should resign and
a new one be accepted and
become a provisory govern-

ment.
Conversations were
held not only in Montreal, but
in other parts of the province.
People were thinking of
establishing a provisory
government.
A provisory
government is not a government that is constitutional but
a government which is used by
the revolutionists."
City, provincial and federal
police are convinced. Drapeau
said, that until Prime Minister
Pierre Elliot Trudeau granted
requests from him and
Bourassa to send in federal
troops and put the War
Measures Act into effect, "the
revolution had everything to
succeed."
Danger from the FLQ isn't
past, Drapeau warned.
"It will take a few years
before the danger is really
past."

Clifl s Noln ,iiw,ivs the fight
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F U) t<> *ISI' iiiii> g .iv,nibble now
cover ne.i'iv 200 frequently
assigned plays
and novels
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for the
Clifl s Notes First Aid
Station wherever
books are sold Only $1 each

CliffS^Notes,
P. O. Box 80728,
Lincoln. Nebraska 68501

ATTENTION
ALL BGSU WOMEN
Applications Are Now Available For AWS Secretory.
They Can Be Obtained In Room 425 Of The Student
Services Building Today Through Friday.

The Deadline for returning the applications is
Sunday, November 1, dt

2:00p.m.
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Big, bad MSU hooters here today
By Vln Mannl*
AiiliUnt Sportf Editor

N.wiphoto by Gordy Galr

FALCON GOALIE Al Sandberg could be
in for a very busy afternoon unless his
defensive back line can contain Michigan
State's sleek, shot crazy forward line. Al
and the rest of his Falcon teammates
could also use a lot of vocal support at the
game, starting at 3:30.

In collegiate soccer, when
the bullsessions get around to
who's best, you can count on
hearing the names St. Louis
University, and Michigan
State.
If Bowling Green's booters
can do anything about it,
they'd like to be included In
those circles by beating
Michigan State at 3:30 today
on the University soccer field.
Normally among the top
two or three NCAA finalists,
the Spartans are having their
problems getting the ball in
net this fall, Just like the
Falcons. They take about
three or four thousand shots at
the goal, but score only once
or twice.
In their last game,
Michigan State lost to Akron,
in overtime, 3-1, while Bowling
Green got "beat" in ar.c'her
sense, even before they had a
chance to work up a game
sweat.
Their bus broke down on
the way to Ohio University
Saturday, and the game had to
be re-scheduled for the end of
the season.
So with a week of tuning up
in practice, the Falcons feel
they have a crack at upsetting
the Spartans.

"Our practices have been
pretty sharp, and this is a
game we've been waiting
for," said Jim Pschirrer, a
defensive fullback, and tricaptain.
"That game with Akron
was the fourth overtime game
Michigan State had to play in,
so it doesn't look like they're
overpowering everybody like
they used to."
The Spartans did manage
to unload their "88's" on Ball
State 13-1, while the Falcons
"popgunned" it 1-0 on the
same Ball State crew.
Other than 12 goals, what's
the difference?
"They're tremendous ball
handlers, and they've got
speed," said Jim.
"Their
halfbacks like to loop the ball
over the defense to their
forwards who they rely on to
break out."
As 'a left fullback, Jim
explained it will be his Job as
well as Bob Oof us't center
back), and Jeff Saams' (right
back) to cut off the pass to
these forwards.
"We're going to stick to
their forwards, and try
keeping the ball from them,"
said Jim. "Their passing is
pinpoint, so if the forwards do
get the ball we're going to
have to really contain them,
since they're experts with the
ball once they get it near our

goal."
On defense the Spartans
are as tough as their name, so
even If the Falcons are lucky
to get off as many attempts aa
they have in other games,
their shots will have to be on
target to win.
"Most of our shots have
been wide of the goal, or Just
missing off the posts." said
Jim. "We've got to make their
goalie handle the ball."
The point in making the
goalie "handle" the ball la
illustrated in a recent game
where the Falcons shot fifty
times, yet made only one goal.
Their shots were wide or
dribblers, so the opponent's
goalie had it relatively easy
compared to Al Sandberg the
Bowling Green goalie, who
had to handle 12 or 13 shots
that were drilled at him, or
right at the net. A mistake in
Judgement or a moment's
delayed reaction on these type
shots and it's a score.
With a 2-3-1 record, and
little hope of NCAA tourney
play, the Falcons are in a
"David and Goliath" type
situation, against a strong
Michigan State team which
still has post season playoff
intentions.
On his own field this afternoon, the trick will be for
"David" to get the "stone" by
"Goliath."

WE'LL BLOW UP
ANY PHOTO INTO
A DYNAMIC
2 ft x 3 ft POSTER!
DRAMATIC .. . STRIKING ... IMPRESSIVE'
Display any photo of yourself, friMd, roll
live or pit it I HUGE 2 a I 3 ft. Supir
poster' Will blow up iny black and white ir color photo iatf M
excellent, sharp black-and-white poster thit really attracts attintiw.
Perfect fir dorm, bedroom, din, forority house, or it an unusual
gift, lust send us I snapshot (no nifitlvi), returned unharmed wit*
your 2 ft. i 3 tt. enlargement Fast delivery by one if thi nation's
oldest poster studios — since 1919. Send inly $3 95 for MI M
$600 lor two identical posters — you save almost $2.00! Sitisfee
tiin fuaranteid. Mail your photo with remittance to

SUPERPOSTER
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HEAD SOCCER COACH Mickey Cochrane runs down to his
charges what they can expect from Michigan State today. The
sidelines scene may not be so calm this afternoon, since the
Falcons will be going all out against the nationally renowned
Spartans.
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CONGRATULATIONS NEW
TKE ACTIVES

JUST THREE out of an outstanding crop
of freshmen studs are left to right, Bill
Centa, John Villapiano, and Paul Miles.
Despite the lean year the varsity is experiencing so far, this year's freshmen
make things bright for the future.
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Larry

THE COLONY HOUSE

-ZEKE'S GIRLS

NEW ARRIVALS
BASS WEEJUNS

518 E. Wooitir St.

Sigma Chi Pledges
Congratulate the Sigs Cross
Country Runners on

their 1st Place
in the all Fraternity
meet.
Tour and Open House
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Just wait'll next year

Frosh coach singles out trio
By Scott Scredon
Sports Writer
Tailbacks Paul Miles and
Bill Centa, and linebacker
John Villapiano have received
recognition from freshman
football coach Ron Chismar as
the standout performers on
the squad at this, the midway
point of the 1970 frosh campaign.
Miles and Centa compose
the biggest offensive threats
for the Falcons. Miles has
accumulated 186 yards in 24
carries for 7.8 average per
carry and one touchdown. 113
of those yards came in the
first half of the Toledo contest,
where Paul set up a number of
BG scores. Asked about that
performance Miles commented, "The offensive line

<D

There is a newborn baby
who needs a whole new
blood supply... a sick
child who longs lo run
and ptay again
an
accident victim who is
bleeding excessively . .
a young mother who has
been badly burned . . an
elderly person undergoing
surgery.

How you can help

of the

was great. The holes were
thece and all I had to do was
get through them."
Although coming from a
sraH high school (Paulding),
Miles has not been overcome
by college footballs complicated offenses, but instead
has taken a liking to them.
"Here, everything's modern,
and devised like a machine.
You can call audibles at the
line of scrimmage, instead of
calling timeouts like in high
school."
Centa, the other half of the
running attack, has chalked
up 147 yards in 23 carries, for
an average of 6.3 yards per
carry and five touchdowns.
Bill's best play of the season
was a 61 yard jaunt for a
touchdown against Toledo.
Centa, like Miles has found

very little problem adjusting
to college ball. "It's the same'
offense I had in high school,"
he said, referring to the information used by Bowling
Green. "If anything, I have to
use my blockers better than
Paul, because he has more
speed."
Villapiano, a defensive
specialist, is the leader in
tackles
and
right-side
linebacker of a team that has
yielded only 19 points in two
games. He also picked off a
pass against Toledo, and ran
45 yards for a score.
John has been taught new
tactics on defense at Bowling
Green, compared to his old
high school maneuvers. "In
high school, where I played
right linebacker, I was Just
told to stand in the hole, read
By giving blood through
the Red Cross. II won't
take long—about an hour
lor your visit, less than 10
minutes lor the actual
d0na 0n

"
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— Health Center
Call 372-2343 Now For Appt.
Alpha PHI Omega

LOVE TO SKI?
Just like your dream.
Timeless.
Reaching the Infinity
of a thousand stars.
Reflecting a heritage of love
as old as time.
Aa young as the dawn.
Fleurette by Orange Blossom.

Dill Jewelers
129 S. Main
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7:00 and 8:30 PM
TONIGHT

PUBLIC INVITED
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Five weekend trips — plus 2 trips to Europe
over Christmas Break

"Be Port off the BGSU Ski Clob"
Meeting Thursday - October 29
6:00 - 115 Education Building
or call Al Goldsttin 352-0150

and hit the guard, then look for
the ball. Here, the coaches tell
us to watch the feet of the
running backs. When they
take one step either way, we
read to that. They've also
taught me to back off the ball.
That lets me come into the
play with more force."
Villapiano, commended by
coach Chismar for his great
quickness and rapid learning
of the system prefers to
challenge the run than defend
the pass. "On the run, you can
see where you have to go, and
it's much easier to read. But
on a pass, you have to guess on
the receiver, because he can
go outside or over the middle.
"All three have the ability
to become outstanding as
sophomores," coach Chismar
commented.

A hangover
isn't funny
A hangover can be just about the
most distressing combination of
pain, nausea, depression and fatigue you ever woke up with.
Simple headache tablets or alkalizers alone can't do the whole
job. You need a combination of
special ingredients to chase those
multiple miseries. Formulated
specially for hangover, CHASER
combines nine ingredients in
"y*
So, pa.ii ci&appcar* fast. Your
stomach calms down. Your spirits perk up.
Try CHASER FOR HANGOVER.
It Really Works! Now at your
pharmacy.

